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First of all, let me express my deepest gratitude to the Board of Trustees of United 
V/Nations Voluntary Fund for Indigenous Populations, that give me the'opportunity to 

participate in 2 1 a session of the Working Group on Indigenous Populations (WGIP), 
which take place in Geneva at the Palais des Nations from Jury, 2 1 a to 25 t h 2003. 

This Working Group is not only a good chance and excite experience for me, but 
it is also an honor for me to representative East Nusa Tenggara (West Timor) people in 
generally, and w^pecially for my organization (Information Center for People 
Advocacy/PIAR), that work based on the vision of democracy, universal values of human 
rights and social justice.ijrThis vision implemented either in advocacy of indigenous 
peoples and other marginal people rights. 

It cannot be denied that the connection between indigenous peoples and 
globalization often make conflict. What is really happened ? In feet, globalization creates 
welfare in certain aspect, such as opened isolation, information access throughout the 
world, open vacancy and so on, but it also creates suffering or problem in other aspects. 
Moreover, it tends to neglect indigenous peoples rights. 

) / In East Nusa Tenggara (NTT), of Indonesia, for example, the influence of 
globalization to marble mining tends to suffer indigenous peoples. Improper 
compensation, damage of environment, intimidation and neglecting the traditional values 
are the negative results of globalization. With the reason of local autonomy, to increase 
local budgeting, our local government of NTT cooperate with investor to exploitation the 
marble in several regions. r ^ > >'"-

In feet, NTT is not has marble as nature resources. The province with 3.927.910 
population, also has 1.734 villages, \6l sub district^and 12 regencies, that spread out in 

ft ( i ^ 6 islands with various^tribes, languages and cultures. The indigenous peoples of NTT 
are^TJmo^Sumba, Flores,, Alor, Roteand Sabu^tven though NTT has low rainfall, yet it 

N r r has potenTiaTy nature~"resources like sandalwood, livestock/breed (buffalo, horse) and 
mining itself.'The problem is some of government and investor begin to exploitation 
without considering either the culture, environment or indigenous people rights to their 

^ own land. 
The cases of mining in Molo, TTS (Timor Tengah Selatan) regent, Kupang 

industry district, forest industry plant in Rote , illicit timber teak in Amfoang sub district, 
etc are distinct to describe the negative impact of globalization. 

These cases indicate that indigenous peoples have no rights to negotiate in 
determining their own decision. They just have to be obey to the government decision or 
policy. It justify whh local policy number 8/1974, in which there is no confession to the 
ownership of traditional land. 



For that reason, Information Center for People Advocacy (PIAR) was established 
in 1996 to empowering the indigenous peoples in NTT, so that they are be able to 
maintain their rights and determine their own fate. 

The efforts to empowering indigenous peoples like training, critical law, mapping 
the traditional land, study of traditional rights, making networking either with local, 
national or international stakeholders, guerilla discussion, crossing visiting of indigenous 
peoples, study of policy, etc. 

But, PIAR also found some difficult or obstacle, such as the weakness of 
advocacy method, less of involving of other non government organizations, less of 
transportation and accommodation (special in rural area) and less of experiences and 
skills. Besides, from the indigenous peoples itself, there is suspicious between them, 
feudal custom, feeling of afraid, easy to be bribe and horizontal conflict between them. 

That is why, I hope that through the Working Group on Indigenous Populations, 
there are some new experiences and skills to increasing the advocacy method of 
indigenous peoples in NTT. 

I ^M(t,(,^ U 4%atry, globalization is not wrong. Its system that wrong which tends to dominate 
without giving proper result or compensation. Moreover, in globalization economy with 
neo-liberalism ideology, it just knows full competition as the only one way to survive. 
The fittest the best, and survival of the fittest. In this case, there is no sovereign of the 
country, even less sovereignty of peoples. That is why, we have to refuse globalization 
networking if it just creates suffering, especially for indigenous peoples. 


